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To: Economic Development 
Committee 

From: Director of Planning & 
DeveloDment 

AGENDA ITEM NO, rnm- 10 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: International Trade Update 

SITL 

SITL 1997 

EVENT DATES : 18 - 21 March 1997 

1. SITL, Paris 

EVENT LOCATION : Paris , France 

A number of companies from the transportation and logistics industries participated in a trade 
mission to SITL Pans, the annual event for the industry. The event was led by North 
Lanarkshre Council on behalf of the West of Scotland Trade Partnership. 

2. SITL is possibly the most important European event for the transportation and logistics 
industries. Attracting over 600 exhibitors, the show consists of three parts - 

SITE the meeting point for decision makers in transportation or logistics, covering physical 
distribution, national and international transport, storage and warehousing, lnformation 
systems, handling and packaging equipment and facilities, etc 

ELROMODAL the crossroads for information and contacts in combined transport 

LOGISTICS 2020 an authentic functioning platform of the future 

3. Alongside SITL, another related event was also talung place. Thls was MANUTENTION, the 
show for handling and storage machinery and systems. T h ~ s  was also ofinterest to the trade 
mission participants, although not the primary reason for their participation. 

4. Russell Transport from Gartcosh took part in the trade mission, finding it a valuable trip, with 
many useful contacts being made. Important meetings were arranged with Freight Europe 
(SNCF) and RENFE to discuss the possibility of Russell Transport gaining business through 
ScotlandErance and ScotlandSpain rail moves. Several other contacts were made to discuss 
supplies of various handling and storage equipment. 

5 .  Evaluation 

The exhibition, as expected, was extremely well attended, with a high standard of visitor. 
Participating companies reported that the show came up to their expectations in terms of 
quality of product on show, and in the calibre of visitors . It was, however, remarked that this 
show was extremely French orientated, reflecting perhaps the nature of the fiercely competitive 
European freight business. - 
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6. 

7. 

8 .  

The freight and transportation industries are obviously very important to North Lanarkshre, 
and it is expected that ehbitions of this nature will feature in future trade development 
programmes. However, due to the 'nationalistic' flavour of SITL, it may be preferable to look 
in the future to other shows, perhaps in the Netherlands. 

More detailed, qualitative evaluations of the benefits to participating companies will be 
reported when the standard monitoring procedure has been carried out., following receipt of 
six month follow-up questionnaires, at which time it will be possible to identify more definite 
outcomes resulting from the event. 

Recommendation 

Committee is asked to note the contents of this report 

Stanley C Cock, Director of Planning & Development 

For hrther information contact G Smith, Head of Economic Development and Property 
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